Temperature rise in biological tissue during Nd:YAG laser irradiation.
Few data are available about temperature distribution in tissue during Nd:YAG laser irradiation. To study the heat distribution that produces tissue coagulation, we used a thermographic camera aimed orthogonally to the laser beam axis to obtain thermal maps. Immediately after surgical resection, specimens of human stomach were irradiated near the resected edge, and the heat emitted sideways was detected by an infrared image system. A magnifying lens mounted on the camera enabled us to obtain 0.1 mm spatial resolution of the isothermic curves. The thermal analysis showed that the maximum depth where the increase in temperature reached 25 degrees C (corresponding to a coagulation temperature of about 60 degrees C) was never greater than 3 mm, irrespective of the power and exposure time used. Moreover, the bidimensional thermal maps showed that the temperature did not decrease in a purely exponential fashion along the beam axis, but reached a maximum at about 1 mm beneath the surface. This fact, which confirms the decrepitation theorem, could explain the explosion inside the tissues observed in surgical application of the Nd:YAG laser.